All relevant data are within the Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

In 2013, the National Cancer Institute published its Annual Report to the Nation on the Status of Cancer, 1975--2009, highlighting the trends in the burden of human papillomavirus (HPV) associated cancers in the United States. Although total cancer incidence has recently declined, incidence of HPV-positive oropharyngeal (OP) cancers have increased proportionally \[[@pone.0151098.ref001], [@pone.0151098.ref002]\], so much so as to be called an epidemic by some \[[@pone.0151098.ref003]\]. There appear to be two major etiologies of head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC), one with alcohol and tobacco use as predominant etiologic factors \[[@pone.0151098.ref004]\], and one related to HPV infection and subsequent HPV genome integration, each with its own prognosis, risk-factor profiles, and genetic markers \[[@pone.0151098.ref005]\]. HPV-positive cancers appear to be limited to certain subsites of the head and neck, particularly in the oropharyngeal region, and, on the basis of molecular and epidemiologic data, head and neck subsites have been designated as HPV-related or HPV-unrelated \[[@pone.0151098.ref006]--[@pone.0151098.ref008]\]. Not all cancers at HPV-related sites are HPV-positive, but the classification is helpful in the absence of information about tumor HPV-status in cancer registries.

Analysis of HPV-related oral (oropharyngeal and oral cavity) squamous cell carcinomas (OSCC) incidence in the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) cancer registries, have identified gender disparities but diminishing racial differences in the United States \[[@pone.0151098.ref007], [@pone.0151098.ref008]\]. Overall OSCC incidence rates for men are two to four times that of women across all races, though this varies slightly for the different cancer subsite groups \[[@pone.0151098.ref008]\]. Racial differences between rates of OSCC in white and black women have largely disappeared. Although rates for black men have historically been higher than for white men, declining rates among black men have been met by a recent increase in incidence for white men \[[@pone.0151098.ref007]\]. These results, however, only address overall temporal trends and neither distinguish between age, period, and birth cohort trends nor make implications about the underlying biological and epidemiological causes. Multistage clonal expansion (MSCE) models, a class of Markov models, capture the initiation---promotion---progression hypothesis of tumorigenesis, in which normal cells undergo a genetic transformation that leads to clonal expansion, followed by transformations that lead to malignancy \[[@pone.0151098.ref009]--[@pone.0151098.ref012]\]. Using models that account for the natural history of cancers is important because the effects of carcinogens acting as initiators or promoters result in different temporal trends in the the age-specific incidence of cancer, which can be inferred from population level data \[[@pone.0151098.ref012], [@pone.0151098.ref013]\]. MSCE models have been shown to capture temporal patterns of cancer risk and provide insight into the underlying mechanisms leading to population-level cancer incidence patterns \[[@pone.0151098.ref011], [@pone.0151098.ref012], [@pone.0151098.ref014], [@pone.0151098.ref015]\]. Here we use MSCE models adjusted for temporal trends to analyze the incidence of HPV-related and -unrelated OSCC. We demonstrate that MSCE models with both period and birth cohort temporal effects can better identify temporal trends and place them in the context of putative underlying cancer mechanisms.

Methods {#sec002}
=======

Data {#sec003}
----

We consider a subset of head and neck cancers reported to the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) cancer registries. We use the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes, as in Chaturvedi et al. \[[@pone.0151098.ref006]\] and Brown et al. \[[@pone.0151098.ref007], [@pone.0151098.ref008]\] to group sites into HPV-related, HPV-unrelated except for oral tongue, and HPV-unrelated oral tongue. A full list of the codes and sites is provided in the supplementary information ([S1 File](#pone.0151098.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For brevity, we will henceforth denote these subgroups as HPV-related, HPV-unrelated, and oral tongue, respectively.

We use SEER 9 data 1973--1991, SEER 13 data 1992--1999, and SEER 18 data 2000--2012, in order to leverage the increased sample size in later years. We refer to this data set as SEER Max. Concerns that can arise when combining these data sets---relating to changing racial composition, urban/rural divides, and the geographical distribution of new SEER registries--- are minimized in this study by performing separate analyses for white men, black men, white women, and black women. Only white and black races are considered in this analysis, and we do not stratify by Hispanic/non-Hispanic ethnicity; SEER reports incidence rates by ethnic origin only for all races combined, white, and non-white. We consider only ages 0--84, as all cases for ages 85 and over are aggregated in the database. [Table 1](#pone.0151098.t001){ref-type="table"} gives the total number of cases for ages 0--84 for each group between 1973 and 2012. Case and population data are provided as supplmentary files ([S2](#pone.0151098.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S17](#pone.0151098.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Files).

10.1371/journal.pone.0151098.t001

###### Number of cases of oral (oropharyngeal and oral cavity) squamous cell carcinoma among ages 0--84 between 1973--2012 by race and cancer subsite group.

![](pone.0151098.t001){#pone.0151098.t001g}

  Demographic   HPV-related   HPV-unrelated   Oral tongue
  ------------- ------------- --------------- -------------
  White men     35,349        28,687          1,1798
  Black men     4,762         4,859           1,021
  White women   9,599         14,101          7,607
  Black women   1,374         1,616           513

Two-stage clonal expansion models {#sec004}
---------------------------------

The two-stage clonal expansion (TSCE) model was developed by Moolgavkar, Venzon, and Knudson \[[@pone.0151098.ref009], [@pone.0151098.ref010]\] to capture the initiation---promotion---progression paradigm. Moolgavkar, Venzon, and Knudson described initiation through a non-homogenous Poisson process and clonal expansion and malignant conversion through a birth---death---mutation process, the details of which are described at length elsewhere \[[@pone.0151098.ref009], [@pone.0151098.ref010], [@pone.0151098.ref012], [@pone.0151098.ref016]\]. There are five, possibly age-dependent, parameters: initial number of uninitiated cells *X*(0), initial mutation rate *μ*~0~(*t*), growth rate *α*(*t*) and death rate *β*(*t*) of initiated cells, and malignant mutation rate *μ*~1~(*t*). In [Fig 1](#pone.0151098.g001){ref-type="fig"}, we present a schematic of the model, which includes the possible time-dependent effects of HPV or other factors on the parameters.

![Schematic of the two-stage clonal expansion model with period and cohort dependencies.](pone.0151098.g001){#pone.0151098.g001}

If the parameters *α*, *β*, *μ*~0~, and *μ*~1~ are not age-dependent, the closed form solutions for the survival and hazard are $$\begin{array}{r}
{{S\left( t \right)}{= \left( \frac{q - p}{qe^{- pt} - pe^{- qt}} \right)^{r},}} \\
\end{array}$$ $$\begin{array}{r}
{{h\left( t \right)}{= \frac{rpq\left( e^{- qt} - e^{- pt} \right)}{qe^{- pt} - pe^{- qt}},}} \\
\end{array}$$ where $$\begin{array}{r}
{r{= \frac{\mu_{0}X\left( 0 \right)}{\alpha},}} \\
\end{array}$$ $$\begin{array}{r}
{{p,q}{= \frac{1}{2}\left( {- \left( \alpha - \beta - \mu_{1} \right) \mp \sqrt{\left( \alpha - \beta - \mu_{1} \right)^{2} + 4\alpha\mu_{1}}} \right).}} \\
\end{array}$$

The model parameters themselves are not all identifiable given age-specific incidence data, but *r*, *p*, and *q* constitute identifiable combinations. Note that −(*p* + *q*) is the net clonal cell proliferation *α* − *β* − *μ*~1~, and *pq* = −*αμ*~1~. Further, $q \approx \mu_{1}/\left( 1 - \frac{\beta}{\alpha} \right)$ and *p* ≈ − (*α* − *β*) \[[@pone.0151098.ref017]\]. Hence, we identify (multiplicative) effects on *r* with effects on initiation, effects on *p* with effects on promotion, and effects on *q* with effects on malignant conversion.

Under the TSCE model, the sojourn time *T*~*s*~ of a tumor, the time between the time of tumor onset (first premalignant mutation) and the time of clinical detection can be approximated by $$\begin{array}{r}
{T_{s}{\approx - \frac{\ln\left( q/\left( - p \right) \right.}{- p} \approx - \frac{\ln\left( {\alpha\mu_{1}/\left( \alpha - \beta \right)^{2}} \right)}{\alpha - \beta}}} \\
\end{array}$$ (as long as *μ*~1~ ≪ 1 and *μ*~1~ \< *p*^2^/*α*) \[[@pone.0151098.ref012], [@pone.0151098.ref015], [@pone.0151098.ref018]\].

In the general case of age-dependent parameters, that is *α*, *β*, *μ*~0~, and *μ*~1~ are arbitrary functions of *t*, numerical solutions can be found \[[@pone.0151098.ref019], [@pone.0151098.ref020]\], although we will not consider that case in this investigation.

This model formulation may be extended to three stages and other more complex models and has been applied successfully to a variety of cancer types \[[@pone.0151098.ref011], [@pone.0151098.ref012], [@pone.0151098.ref014], [@pone.0151098.ref019], [@pone.0151098.ref021]--[@pone.0151098.ref027]\]. Models with more pre-initiation stages---more "hits" before initiation---have different asymptotic behavior than the two-stage model, and, although they have been shown to be appropriate for cancers like pancreatic and colorectal \[[@pone.0151098.ref012]\], the two-stage model fits the oral cancer data better in most cases. A comparison of model fits for the two- and three-stage models is provided in the supplement ([S1 File](#pone.0151098.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Age---period---cohort models {#sec005}
----------------------------

Age---period---cohort (APC) models are a class of epidemiological models used to disentangle effects of age, period (factors affecting all people alive at a given time), and birth cohort (factors affecting all people born in a given time period) given prevalence (e.g. HPV prevalence) or incidence (e.g. incidence of oral cancer). The traditional model posits that incidence rates λ are described by a multiplicative model with age (*A*), period (*P*), and birth cohort (*C*) \[[@pone.0151098.ref028]--[@pone.0151098.ref031]\]. This is usually treated in the logarithmic form, in which we fit the model $$\begin{array}{r}
{{\log\lambda}{= \beta_{0} + \beta_{A}\left( A \right) + \beta_{P}\left( P \right) + \beta_{C}\left( C \right),}} \\
\end{array}$$ where *β*~0~ is a constant and *β*~*A*~, *β*~*P*~, and *β*~*C*~ are some functions to be determined, often constrained to be discrete functions or splines.

One drawback of full APC models is their inherent unidentifiability: *P* = *A* + *C*. To resolve the unidentifiability, one may consider only two effect models, typically age---period or age---cohort, or constrain the age effects to have a given shape, such as the hazard function of a MSCE model, as we do in this analysis \[[@pone.0151098.ref011], [@pone.0151098.ref012], [@pone.0151098.ref015], [@pone.0151098.ref029]\].

Given a set of observed cases {*x*~*i*~} with corresponding population-at-risk sizes {*n*~*i*~}, we derive a likelihood for the APC model in the following way. We assume that observed incident cases *x*~*i*~ for a given population all of age *A*~*i*~ at time *P*~*i*~ from birth cohort *C*~*i*~ = *P*~*i*~ − *A*~*i*~ are Poisson distributed with mean *μ*~*i*~ = *n*~*i*~ ⋅ λ(*A*~*i*~, *P*~*i*~, *C*~*i*~), where λ is the incident rate function dependent on parameter *β*~0~ and functions *β*~*A*~, *β*~*P*~, and *β*~*C*~. Observations are assumed to be independent, and thus the likelihood for the whole data set of observations {*x*~*i*~} is given by $$\begin{array}{r}
{{L\left( \beta_{0},\beta_{A},\beta_{P},\beta_{C} \right)}{= \prod\limits_{i}\frac{e^{- \mu_{i}}\mu_{i}^{x_{i}}}{x_{i}!}.}} \\
\end{array}$$

In this context of cancer diagnosis, interpretation of age and cohort effects is straightforward. In contrast, the period effect on its own represents a time-of-diagnosis effect, which may not accurately describe the historical effect of period on cancer. However, in concert with cohort effects, it becomes a surrogate measure of a person's cumulative period effects. We follow this approach rather than explicitly modeling a historic period trend---i.e. period effects covering all calendar years since birth---as this would introduce an additional identifiability problem.

APC---TSCE hybrid models {#sec006}
------------------------

In a general APC model, the age effects are not constrained, but if we are working within the TSCE framework, we can restrict the age effects to have the shape of the TSCE hazard: $$\begin{array}{r}
{{\log\lambda}{= \beta_{0} + \log\left\lbrack h\left( t,r,p,q \right) \right\rbrack + \beta_{P}\left( P \right) + \beta_{C}\left( C \right).}} \\
\end{array}$$

This added constraint theoretically resolves the non-identifiability problem in the full APC model \[[@pone.0151098.ref015], [@pone.0151098.ref029]\]. In the case of constant parameters, the multiplicative assumption of the model translates to an assumption that the period and cohort effects are on the rate of initiation *μ*~0~ since *r* = *μ*~0~ *X*(0)/*α* and *X*(0) and *α* are considered fixed: $$\begin{array}{r}
{\lambda{= - \left\lbrack {f\left( P,C \right) \cdot r} \right\rbrack\left( \frac{pq\left( e^{- qt} - e^{- pt} \right)}{qe^{- pt} - pe^{- qt}} \right).}} \\
\end{array}$$

However, depending on the mechanism of carcinogenesis for a given cancer and the nature of the risk factors captured by the temporal trends, it is possible that the effects on promotion or malignant conversion rates rather than initiation rates are more realistic. Thus, by considering slightly different models with period or cohort effects acting on the promotion or malignant conversion parameters, one can investigate the impact of period and cohort on different stages of carcinogenesis. In this analysis we consider models of the form $$\begin{array}{r}
{\lambda{= h\left( t,\mathbf{r}\left( P,C \right),\mathbf{p}\left( P,C \right),\mathbf{q}\left( P,C \right) \right).}} \\
\end{array}$$

Here, **r**(*P*, *C*) = *r* · *θ*~*P*~(*P*) · *θ*~*C*~(*C*) where *θ*~*P*~ and *θ*~*C*~ are natural splines, *r* is the value of **r** at the reference period and cohort, and **p** and **q** are defined similarly.

Parameter estimation {#sec007}
--------------------

The negative log-likelihood (NLL) for observed cases {*x*~*i*~} with corresponding population-at-risk sizes {*n*~*i*~} under these models is given by $$\begin{array}{r}
{{\text{NLL}\left( {r,p,q,\left\{ \theta_{P},\theta_{C} \right\}_{r},\left\{ \theta_{P},\theta_{C} \right\}_{p},\left\{ \theta_{P},\theta_{C} \right\}_{q}} \right)}{= - \sum\limits_{i}\left( {- \mu_{i} + x_{i}\log\mu_{i} - \log x_{i}!} \right),}} \\
\end{array}$$ where *μ*~*i*~ = *n*~*i*~ ⋅ λ(*r*, *p*, *q*, *P*~*i*~, *C*~*i*~) and {*θ*~*P*~, *θ*~*C*~} are the parameters of the natural spline functions. The negative log-likelihood, under the assumptions of each model, was minimized using a Davidon-Fletcher-Powell optimization algorithm in R (v. 3.1) \[[@pone.0151098.ref032]\], and 95% Wald confidence intervals for the biological parameters were calculated from the Hessian. We use the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) as a measure of model fit. We use the formulation AIC = 2(NLL + *k*) where *k* is the number of parameters. Hence, a more negative AIC represents a better fit, and one point gain in the negative log-likelihood is equivalent to reducing model complexity by one parameter.

Uncertainty quantification was investigated using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods; in particular, a covariance matrix for the parameters was estimated and used to create confidence intervals for the hazards and period and cohort effects. Results and additional details are found in the supplement ([S1 File](#pone.0151098.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Results {#sec008}
=======

Age-adjusted incidence {#sec009}
----------------------

[Fig 2](#pone.0151098.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the age-adjusted incidence rates of oral squamous cell carcinomas (OSCCs) reported in SEER Max (1973--2012) by subsite group; rates are adjusted to the U.S. population in the year 2000. For HPV-related sites, incidence rates in white and black women show little to no trend. There appears to be a slight downward trend for black men, but a clear upward trend is seen for white men. For HPV-unrelated sites, all four groups peak in the early 1980s and trend down afterward. For oral tongue sites, incidence for white men has remained relatively constant, black men and black women have trended down (slightly for women and more strongly for men), and white women have trended slightly up.

![Age-adjusted incidence rates of oral squamous cell carcinoma among ages 30--84 by cancer subsite group: (a) HPV-related, (b) HPV-unrelated, and (c) oral tongue.\
Please note the change in axes scale for the oral tongue cancer.](pone.0151098.g002){#pone.0151098.g002}

Incidence by period and cohort {#sec010}
------------------------------

[Fig 3](#pone.0151098.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows OSCC incidence rates for selected calendar years and birth-cohorts for white males. In [Fig 3a](#pone.0151098.g003){ref-type="fig"}, it appears that incidence of HPV-related OSCCs increased dramatically for the birth cohorts between 1940 and 1970. When age-specific incidence is stratified by period, we see an increasing trend after the early 1990s ([Fig 3b](#pone.0151098.g003){ref-type="fig"}). For the HPV-unrelated OSCCs, we see a decrease in incidence with each birth cohort decade as well as by period ([Fig 3c and 3d](#pone.0151098.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Yearly variation in incidence make interpretation of the other race---cancer-site pairs difficult, and, thus, the analogous figures are left to the supplement ([S1 File](#pone.0151098.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Incidence rates of oral squamous cell carcinoma among white males for HPV-related, by cohort (a) and period (b), and HPV-unrelated subsite groups, by cohort (c) and period (d).](pone.0151098.g003){#pone.0151098.g003}

APC---TSCE model results {#sec011}
------------------------

We constrained the age effects to the form of the TSCE hazard, and considered only ages 30--84. We investigated period and cohort effects on our proxies for tumor initiation *r*, promotion *p*, and malignant conversion *q*. Further, to force the cohort and period effects into a more realistic form, we used natural splines with eight degrees of freedom for cohort effects and five for period, corresponding to approximately one degree of freedom for twelve and eight years respectively. We chose one model for all demographics in each of the three cancer subsite groups. We determined that period and cohort effects on initiation (*r*) gave the best model fits for all three subsite groups as this model gave the lowest AIC for most demographics in each category. A table of AIC for the considered models is shown in the supplement ([S1 File](#pone.0151098.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Fits of the selected APC---TSCE model to the data for HPV-related and HPV-unrelated cancers in white men are plotted in [Fig 4](#pone.0151098.g004){ref-type="fig"} as a companion to [Fig 3](#pone.0151098.g003){ref-type="fig"}. Model fits to the other demographics and subsite groups are included in the supplement ([S1 File](#pone.0151098.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For comparison to this APC---TSCE model, we fitted the standard, unconstrained APC model as well; these results are also shown in the supplement ([S1 File](#pone.0151098.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Fits of the two-stage clonal expansion model with period and cohort effects on initiation to incidence rates of oral squamous cell carcinoma among white males for HPV-related subsites, by cohort (a) and period (b), and HPV-unrelated subsites, by cohort (c) and period (d).\
The dots are SEER data, and lines are model fits.](pone.0151098.g004){#pone.0151098.g004}

In [Fig 5a--5c](#pone.0151098.g005){ref-type="fig"}, we present the estimated model hazard (age-specific cancer incidence function) for HPV-related, HPV-unrelated, and oral tongue OSCCs for each of the four considered groups under the model that considers cohort and period effects on *r*. In terms of the model parameters, the initiation parameter *r* determines the hazard's asymptote level, whereas the promotion parameter *p* determines the rate of increase in the hazard in the middle adult ages. Thus a higher asymptote is suggestive of higher initiation rates in a given demographic group, and an earlier and more rapid increase in the hazard in middle ages suggests higher promotion rates. For all three OSCC subsite groups, the hazard begins to increase earlier for black men than white men and earlier for black women than white women, and the asymptotes for white and black men are higher than for white and black women. This then suggests higher promotion rates in blacks, and higher initiation rates in men. The shape of the hazard for the oral tongue sites is qualitatively different from that of the other two.

![Hazard, cohort effects, and period effects for the cohort-and-period-effects-on-*r* APC---TSCE models of oral squamous cell carcinoma by race and cancer subsite group.\
(a) HPV-related hazards. (b) HPV-unrelated hazards. (c) Oral tongue hazards. (d) HPV-related cohort effects. (e) HPV-unrelated cohort effects. (f) Oral tongue cohort effects. (g) HPV-related period effects. (h) HPV-unrelated period effects. (i) Oral tongue period effects.](pone.0151098.g005){#pone.0151098.g005}

Cohort effects and period effects are plotted for this model in [Fig 5d--5i](#pone.0151098.g005){ref-type="fig"}. The cohort and period effects are plotted on a log-scale to emphasize that, for example, an effect of 0.5 and an effect of 2 are equally different from the reference. To interpret the period and cohort effects, note that the product of the two effects gives the modeled relative initiation rate, and hence the incidence, compared to that of the members of the reference group, here the 1930 birth cohort in 1975.

We observe that, for HPV-related OSCCs, there is a five-fold increase in relative cohort effect for white women between 1900 and 1930 followed by another five-fold increase between 1930 and 1980, a dramatic change overall. Further, the overall cohort trends for the oral tongue subsites are somewhat similar to those of HPV-related subsites, while those of the HPV-unrelated are different from the other two. Finally, all three cancer subsite groups show decreasing period trends for most demographics, though the period effects for HPV-unrelated and oral tongue OSCC incidence for white women do not follow this pattern.

The estimates of the biological parameters for initiation *r*, promotion *p*, and malignant conversion *q* are presented in [Table 2](#pone.0151098.t002){ref-type="table"}. The values of the biological parameters display some clear patterns. For all three cancer subsite groups, men have a larger initiation *r* than women, regardless of race, and black men and women have a larger promotion *p* than their white counterparts. Further, the promotion *p* is very similar for the HPV-related and HPV-unrelated subsites. As discussed above, we can see the effect of the estimated biological parameters reflected in the plot of the hazards ([Fig 5a--5c](#pone.0151098.g005){ref-type="fig"}). As mentioned before, a larger initiation *r* generally corresponds to a higher final hazard asymptote (with the exception of black and white women in the HPV-unrelated plot), since the asymptotic value of the hazard *h*(*t*) is *r* ⋅ (−*p*) and the deviance in *p* is relatively small. Further, a larger promotion *p* corresponds to an earlier increase in the hazard. We estimate mean sojourn time *T*~*s*~ from the biological parameters: black men and women have shorter sojourn times, and, generally, the sojourn time is shorter for women than for men. White men and women for HPV-related OSCCs are the one exception.

10.1371/journal.pone.0151098.t002

###### Biological parameters for the period-and-cohort-on-*r* APC---TSCE models of oral squamous cell carcinoma by race and cancer subsite group with 95% Wald confidence intervals.

![](pone.0151098.t002){#pone.0151098.t002g}

  Data                *T*~*s*~   *r*       Low *r*   High *r*   *p*        Low *p*    High *p*   *q*       Low *q*   High *q*
  ------------------- ---------- --------- --------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- --------- ----------
  **HPV related**                                                                                                    
  White men           54.3       8.72E-4   7.58E-4   1.00E-3    -2.23E-1   -2.29E-1   -2.16E-1   1.25E-6   9.75E-7   1.60E-6
  Black men           48.6       1.19E-3   8.89E-4   1.60E-4    -2.50E-1   -2.74E-1   -2.28E-1   1.31E-6   5.90E-7   2.91E-6
  White women         57.4       6.91E-4   5.26E-4   9.09E-4    -2.00E-1   2.09E-1    -1.91E-1   2.05E-6   1.32E-6   3.19E-6
  Black women         46.7       3.98E-4   2.44E-4   6.48E-4    -2.52E-1   -3.94E-1   -2.09E-1   1.91E-6   3.94E-7   9.24E-6
  **HPV unrelated**                                                                                                  
  White men           53.6       1.34E-3   1.17E-3   1.53E-3    -2.20E-1   -2.28E-1   -2.12E-1   1.69E-6   1.25E-6   2.30E-6
  Black men           48.0       1.80E-3   1.37E-3   2.36E-3    -2.35E-1   -2.59E-1   -2.13E-1   2.93E-6   1.35E-6   6.37E-6
  White women         52.0       4.32E-4   3.54E-4   5.28E-4    -2.02E-1   -2.18E-1   -1.87E-1   5.52E-6   3.11E-6   9.79E-6
  Black women         44.7       4.02E-4   2.72E-4   5.93E-4    -2.88E-1   -3.48E-1   -2.34E-1   7.36E-7   9.57E-8   5.66E-6
  **Oral tongue**                                                                                                    
  White men           58.9       8.93E-4   6.52E-4   1.22E-3    -1.47E-1   -1.54E-1   -1.40E-1   2.58E-5   1.59E-5   4.17E-5
  Black men           51.4       6.37E-4   2.90E-4   1.40E-3    -1.81E-1   -2.18E-1   -1.49E-1   1.64E-5   5.11E-6   5.25E-5
  White women         57.4       3.27E-4   1.98E-4   5.40E-4    -1.16E-1   -1.27E-1   -1.06E-1   1.45E-4   7.58E-5   2.78E-4
  Black women         50.2       2.13E-4   8.58E-5   5.30E-4    -1.92E-1   -2.45E-1   -1.49E-1   1.24E-5   2.14E-6   7.21E-5

Discussion {#sec012}
==========

Main findings {#sec013}
-------------

Trends in incidence of carcinoma at the three groups of subsites of the oropharynx and oral cavity, namely HPV-related sites, HPV-unrelated sites (except for oral tongue), and oral tongue sites, appear to be primarily driven by period and birth cohort effects on the cancer initiation rate rather than the cancer promotion rate or malignant conversion rate. For all three subsite groups, too, men had higher estimated initiation rates than women of the same race, and black men and women had higher estimated promotion rates than white people of the same sex. Cancer at the HPV-related and HPV-unrelated sites had very similar estimated promotion rates, which were different from those of cancers of the oral tongue.

The three subsite groups have largely distinct patterns of period and birth cohort effects on their estimated initiation rates. HPV-related carcinomas, for instance, are found to be strongly cohort driven in this analysis, a result that is consistent with other findings that prevalence of sexually transmitted infections are usually related to cohort factors \[[@pone.0151098.ref033]\]. In particular, we previously found that HPV prevalence itself to be strongly cohort driven \[[@pone.0151098.ref034]\]. Use of alcohol and tobacco is also strongly cohort driven, and cohort trends in their use \[[@pone.0151098.ref035], [@pone.0151098.ref036]\] are reasonably consistent with the estimated cohort trends for HPV-unrelated oral cancer. Although the overall patterns between the subsite groups are distinct, there are some similarities. The period effects for all three sites have similar trajectories, with the notable exception of white women, which could be related to their lower incidence. Additionally, the cohort effects for the oral tongue sites are similar to, if less pronounced than, those for the HPV-related sites, for all demographic groups but white women. This finding may suggest the etiology of cancer at the oral tongue sites may also be influenced by changes in sexual behavior.

The separation of cohort and period effects in this analysis reveals some trends that were not apparent from the age-adjusted incidence rates alone. In particular, the age-adjusted rates for HPV-related OSCCs in white women remain nearly constant, but this analysis suggests that this seeming lack of trend belies a combination of increasing cohort and decreasing period trends. A similar effect is seen for the age-adjusted rates of oral tongue cancer for white men. Trends in the age-adjusted incidence may be a result of factors that affect everyone in a given time period or, more subtly, be caused by changes between one birth cohort to the next. One can begin to see the effects of these factors when plotting age-specific incidence stratified by different time periods or birth cohorts, as we do for white men for the HPV-related and HPV-unrelated subsite groups in [Fig 3](#pone.0151098.g003){ref-type="fig"}. Trends in period or birth cohort for age-specific incidence can either exaggerate trends in the age-adjusted incidence when the period and birth cohort trends align or be masked when the trends are opposing. However, the trends in period and cohort can sometimes be difficult to see in the data alone, especially for relatively rare diseases that have large variation in incidence, and so the results of the age---period---cohort models are especially valuable.

As we saw in [Fig 5](#pone.0151098.g005){ref-type="fig"}, the model hazard begins to increase earlier in life for black men and women for all of the subsite groups, which is reflected in the higher estimated cancer promotion rates for those demographics. Although one might, if looking only at the HPV-related figure, conjecture that higher oral prevalence of HPV among black Americans could be the cause, it seems more likely, taking the analysis of the other two groups into account, that it is a factor of other differences in the two populations (smoking, drinking, or other risk factors and exposures). Further, men of both races have higher hazards than the women of the same race, which is reflected, in part, in higher estimated rates of cancer initiation. Again, although this is consistent with men having higher oral prevalence of HPV than women, the consistency across the subsite groups suggests that this effect might be more likely due to the underlying differences in biology.

Analysis of the estimated biological parameters for the three groups, the promotion parameter *p* in particular, suggests that HPV-related and HPV-unrelated cancers are distinct from the cancer of the oral tongue. Interestingly, the estimated rates of promotion *p* and the sojourn times are very similar between the HPV-related and HPV-unrelated OPSCCs and are quite different from those of oral tongue cancer, which seems to progress more slowly; the mean sojourn time for the oral tongue sites is about 2--5 years longer than the other two. The similarity between the HPV-related and HPV-unrelated promotion parameters and estimated sojourn times suggest that the tumor dynamics are very similar for these sites once the tumor has been initiated, whether by HPV, alcohol and tobacco use, or other cause. This similarity may appear to be in contrast with the known differences in cancer survival between HPV-related and HPV-unrelated cancers \[[@pone.0151098.ref001]\], though factors other than rate of tumor growth affect survival rates.

Comparison to other literature {#sec014}
------------------------------

To better understand if the differences between the promotion parameters at the different subsite groups of the oropharynx and oral cavity are significant (HPV-related: −0.20 to −0.25; HPV-unrelated: −0.20 to −0.29; oral tongue: −0.12 to −0.19), we compare with findings from colorectal and esophogeal adenocarcinoma. Estimates of the promotion parameters for colorectal adenocarcinomas in United States (SEER) were −0.14, −0.19, and −0.20 for men for the proximal colon, distal colon, and rectum, and −0.14, −0.18, and −0.18 for women \[[@pone.0151098.ref037]\]. Estimates of the promotion parameter *p* for esophageal adenocarcinoma (SEER) in white men and women range from −0.16 to −0.20 \[[@pone.0151098.ref022]\]. Hence, this analysis suggests that not only are we seeing significant differences between the dynamics of oral tongue carcinoma and the other sites, but also among the demographics for each subsite group.

That the promotion parameter for cancer of the oral tongue is significantly different from that of the other two is consistent with the findings of other recent studies \[[@pone.0151098.ref008], [@pone.0151098.ref038], [@pone.0151098.ref039]\] that observed that patterns of age- and sex-specific incidence of oral tongue cancer seemed to distinguish it from the other sites. This has led to suggestions that cancer of the oral tongue may have a different etiology from either smoking and drinking \[[@pone.0151098.ref038]\] or HPV \[[@pone.0151098.ref038], [@pone.0151098.ref039]\], possibly related to bacterial or viral infection or genetic abnormalities \[[@pone.0151098.ref008], [@pone.0151098.ref038]\]. Our analysis of period and cohort effects suggests that changes in oral tongue cancer incidence by birth cohort are somewhat similar to those for HPV, which may suggest that the etiology of oral tongue cancer is also linked to changing sexual mores and practices.

Strengths and limitations {#sec015}
-------------------------

As with any mathematical model, the modeling framework underlying this analysis is a simplification of the complex biological underpinnings of tumorigenesis and thus neglects a number of relevant factors. Additionally, as with other SEER-based studies, our work is limited by the uncertainty in classification of sites as presumed HPV-related or HPV-unrelated. Similarly, this analysis is limited by the lack of alcohol and tobacco consumption data in SEER, which precludes the possibility of controlling for these important risk factors.

The use of a multistage model rooted in the biology of the system, a model which has been previously developed and validated, offers several advantages in this context. In particular, in addition to assessing trends in the data, we are able to pose hypotheses on the biological implications (i.e. the initiation, promotion, and malignant conversion rates and sojourn times); previous studies have not included biologically motivated carcinogenesis models in their analyses. Additionally, the large sample size afforded by the SEER database allows analysis stratified by both sex and race.

Implications {#sec016}
------------

This analysis suggests that cancer at HPV-related and HPV-unrelated sites have similar tumor growth dynamics once initiated. More work is needed to investigate these dynamics, as survival rates for HPV-positive and HPV-negative tumors are drastically different. Testing for HPV in oropharyngeal carcinomas should become routine and the results recorded in cancer registries.

Although we cannot explicitly test the relationship between alcohol and tobacco use and oral cancer---SEER does not contain these covariates---the differences in cohort and period trends support the hypothesis that oral tongue cancer may have a different etiology from either HPV or alcohol and tobacco use. Although, there is little evidence as to what this etiology is, our analysis offers some additional information that may be useful to future studies. In particular, the birth cohort trends for oral tongue cancer appear similar to that of cancer of the HPV-related subsites, suggesting trends in sexual behavior may be relevant. That white women have distinctly different period effect trends for HPV-related (decreasing) and oral tongue (increasing) cancer while the three other demographics have similar decreasing trends for both groups may offer additional clues, though it is not clear at this time what those might be.

Further, work is needed to understand why men have higher rates of initiation than women, for both white and black Americans, at all three subsite groups, a phenomenon that may be biologically rooted, and why black men and women have higher promotion rates than their white counterparts, a result of risk factors more likely influenced by socioeconomics and behavior than biology.

Future studies may be able to include a joint analysis of HPV prevalence and incidence of HPV-related oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinomas using extensions of the two-stage carcinogenesis model. Indeed, such models may be able to shed light on the similarities and differences in initiation and growth of HPV-related and HPV-unrelated tumor as well as help quantify the additional risk for oral cancer associated with HPV infection.
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